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   Angela Moon-Jones

It’s thanks to the famous grandfathers of the two key people 
behind the Butterfly Discovery Project that our copper 
butterflies will finally be named correctly.

Dr George Gibbs spent hours with his grandfather as a child, 
collecting insects, whereas Angela Moon-Jones was captivated 
by her grandfather’s nature photography. Now, they’re working 
together with a team of scientists and volunteers to raise funding 
for a PhD student who can establish the difference between our 
largest group of native butterflies, once and for all.

George was in awe at the detailed collections and colour 
drawings his grandfather, George Hudson, used for his books. 
Hudson was an entomologist and artist who published seven 
illustrated books between 1892 and 1950. His works inspired 
the younger George to study ecology and, from 1965, he 
lectured at Victoria University until he retired. His spare time 
was spent studying butterflies.

It was not butterflies but mostly birds that captivated Geoff 
Moon’s attention. Angela’s grandfather was the author and 
photographer of many books on NZ birds and landscapes. 
Angela and her husband, Robert, have captured hundreds 
of butterflies, but usually with a lens, as they are both keen 

Solution
to an Historic Mix Up
By Lyn Barnes

photographers. They have also bred red and yellow admirals in 
Auckland and established Balmoral Heights Reserve, a butterfly 
reserve near their home.

“George inspired me to start this project and I would love to 
see it completed in his lifetime to recognise the work of our 
grandfathers,” says Angela. “The first step is to raise funding for a 
student to do DNA extraction to highlight which copper species 
are most threatened, which will guide conservation action.”

George himself spent years trying to establish the differences 
between the various species of copper butterfly. It was only 
when he began to write an article on the life cycle of our native 
butterflies in 1961 that he realised how little was known about 
them. His book, NZ Butterflies: Identification and Natural 
History, published in 1980, is still considered the bible of 
butterfly identification in the country. It features almost 250 
colour photographs, drawings and maps. In it, he discusses each 
species of butterfly found in NZ, but it is the Lycaenidae family 
– the coppers – which caused him the most consternation – and 
still does!

“Unravelling their phylogeography – their evolutionary history 
in relation to changing landscapes – could tell us a lot about 
climate change and landscape evolution in this country.”

George was able to confirm four species endemic to NZ, 
ranging in size from 17-33mm. The NZ coppers, he determined, 
comprise a large group of three very closely-related species, 
classified as L. salustius, L. rauparaha and L. feredayi. They all 
look “confusingly alike” but are “unquestionably distinct from the 
fourth species, L. boldenarum”.

So where did the confusion begin?

Long story short: The mystery goes back to Cook’s Endeavour 
voyage when historical mistakes were made. It appears the 
butterflies that had been collected were sold to a specimen 
trader on arrival back in London, so only William Jones’ 1775 
painting – known as an ‘iconotype’ – was used to identify the 
butterfly. No original specimen has ever been located. In 1793, 
Danish zoologist Johann Christian Fabricius examined Jones’ 
Icones and, as a result, lumped together all the coppers as one 
species, salustius. George has written extensively (Butterflies, 
Winter 2021 and Spring 2021) about this historic mix-up.  

“How you solve the fate of the name salustius that Fabricius 
gave the butterfly is the very heart of the topic we wish to have 
investigated by this potential PhD student,” says George.

But wait, there’s more…

Other entomologists suggest there may be as many as 24 
species of copper butterfly endemic to NZ. For example, Brian 
Patrick and his son Hamish, who are supporting the Butterfly 
Discovery Project as well. They’re convinced there are many 
more than four species, which they discuss in their book 
Butterflies of the South Pacific, published in 2012. Brian has 
worked closely with DOC in identifying threatened species 
so he’s keen to establish which species are most at risk. One 
example is what the Patricks call the Chrystalls Beach boulder 
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butterfly they found on the south Otago coast, up to 200km 
away from other boulders. Coppers tend to stay very close to 
their host plant, most often Muehlenbeckia.

“The Chrystalls Beach bolder copper has a tiny wee distribution: 
it’s basically got a street address, outside an A-framed house,” 
says Brian. But whether it is a new species, as Brian argues, or the 
same species that has adapted to the environment, would be 
one of the questions tackled by the Butterfly Discovery Project.

“We could all be wrong,” says Brian. He sees ‘species’ as a 
continuum, that is always changing and evolving. “There are no 
rights or wrongs, just educated opinion.” 

The successful student will systematically tackle the quest by 
doing DNA analysis and morphological studies guided by 
leaders in these fields.

In the Winter issue of BUTTERFLIES an excited John Lamb from 
Tokomaru Bay had written about an interesting red admiral he 
had uncovered in the Gisborne district.

“It looks very similar to the Chatham Islands red admiral but 
could be of even more ancient origin,” he said. “The outline 
of the wings is smoother than the NZ red admiral (Vanessa 
gonerilla gonerilla).”

John had observed the differences between the admiral in 
George Gibbs’ book, NZ Butterflies: Identification and Natural 
History, and those he was seeing nearer to his home. Keen 
lepidopterists Clinton Care and Zac Warren were quick to 
respond to the article.

“The red admiral with the extra black spot between the 
hindwing and veins R5 and M1 is just a very rare mutation,” said 
Clinton. It will be the same as other NZ red admirals.”

Zac Warren had another theory. “Butterflies are highly variable,” 
he says. “In August 2019 I saw the same thing. It made a lot 
of sense that given the time of year, the chilly weather was a 
contributing factor.”

“I know in Australia the Richmond birdwing (Ornithoptera 
richmondia) can have alterations in markings. In most cases, I 
attribute it to ‘cold temperature shock’ from when the butterflies 
are forming in the chrysalis during late winter or early spring. 
I’ve seen it with admirals early in the season and it can appear at 
other times of the year as well.”

John Lamb intends to investigate more this summer.

Red admiral
feedback

Lycaena salustius or common copper, photo Theo Van Noort

   Dr George Gibbs
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Counting
Coppers
By Bianca Woyak

As a full-time science specialist working across all levels of 
Burnside Primary School, Years 1-6, I wanted to develop more 
resources for teachers who were keen to use butterflies as a 
learning tool.

Encouraging a child’s natural curiosity fuels their ability to be 
amazing citizen scientists and kaitiaki of the environment. 
You can combine a child’s natural love of butterflies with fun, 
investigative experiences and thus better help them understand 
our environment.

Our science curriculum at Burnside has been changed to include 
local knowledge and local learning, and that really puts an 
emphasis on tangata whenua and their place in our curriculum 

and our histories. Our B5 Project has been hugely successful 
(see BUTTERFLIES Summer 2021-22) as our children have been 
actively involved in change. They can transfer the new skills they 
learn while taking action on other issues that interest them.

As a result I have put together a Unit Plan for Levels 2, 3 and 
4 which can be used over the course of a term – or longer if a 
teacher desires. Some of the resources are material I have put 
together while there are components which have been sourced 
from other programmes – but it all relates to NZ Aotearoa.

It covers various key competencies: thinking, language, 
managing selves, relating to others as well as participating and 
contributing. Then there are the other practical aspects, of 
course: literacy and numeracy skills. 

I am sure that students will enjoy it, as well as the teachers. It can 
be found on the website under the RESOURCES tab, or

tinyurl.com/c0untingc0ppers

tinyurl.com/c0untingc0ppersRes0urces

Footnote: Bianca Woyak was awarded the Te Puiaki 
Kaiwhakaako Pūtaiao Science Teacher’s Prize in the Prime 
Minister’s Science 2021 Awards for engaging her students’ 
enthusiasm in science with a range of local topics taught outside 
the classroom, encouraging them to embrace sustainability and 
to be kaitiaki in their community. 
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What
is a species?
By Lyn Barnes

In 1758, Linnaeus described and named 192 butterfly species. 
Thirty-five years later, in 1793, his entomological student 
Fabricius, listed 1147 butterflies. The most recent estimate 
(Robbins, 1982) gives approximately 17,000 described species.

To verify the names of our copper butterflies, Dr George Gibbs 
was guided by what he calls the book of rules for verification, 
the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. All their 
scientific names were supported and validated according to 
those rules, he says.

L. salustius is commonly known as as the common copper or 
coastal copper; L. rauparaha as Rauparaha’s copper; L. feredayi 
as the glade copper and L. boldenarum as the boulder copper. 
The first three coppers look very closely related with their 
black wing markings. But the fourth, L. bolderanum is distinctly 
different with its distinct colouration and iridescence. 

L. salustius is ubiquitous and found throughout the country. It 
feeds on at least three species of Muehlenbeckia.

L. feredayi is harder to find and, although it is widely spread 
throughout the country, it is most often found on forest margins. 
It tends to select M. australis and M. complexa (aka wire vine).

L. rauparaha is predominantly coastal, and often found on dune 
areas. It prefers M. axillaris and M. complexa.

L. boldenarum is the smallest of the coppers and is commonly 
found on lake shores, riverbeds and roadsides, mostly in the 
South Island. It prefers M. axillaris, or ‘creeping pohuehue’.

Before the degree of threat to a species can be established, 
its taxonomic status needs to be confirmed. Taxonomy is the 
branch of science concerned with classification. There are four 
basic components to taxonomy: characterisation, identification, 
naming and classification.

To be elevated to the status of a full species, there must be clear 
differences. Now things start to get tricky, because taxonomies 
are based on providing a hierarchical relationship map or what’s 
known as scientific nomenclature – another one of those terms 
it’s important to know. 

Nomenclature is the devising or choosing of names for things, 
especially in a science or other discipline, for example, the 
Linnaean system of zoological nomenclature.

Linnaeus is regarded as the founder of modern taxonomy and 
his books are considered the beginning of modern botanical and 
zoological nomenclature. In 1758, he drew up rules for assigning 
names to plants and animals and was the first to use their 
nomenclature consistently. The hierarchal system, or major ranks 
are: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species.

The common copper - salustius
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Arthropoda
Class: Insecta
Order: Lepidoptera
Family: Lycaenidae
Genus: Lycaena
Species: Lycaena salustius (Fabricius, 1793)

A copper
by any other name
By Lyn Barnes

Lycaena boldenarum, (boulder copper), photograph Angela Moon-Jones

Lycaena salustius, (common copper), photograph Rob Jones




